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FINITELY SMOOTH REINHARDT DOMAINS WITH
NON-COMPACT AUTOMORPHISM GROUP

A. V. ISAEV AND S. G. KRANTZ

Let D C Cn be a bounded domain, and suppose that the group Aut(D) of holo-
morphic automorphisms of D is non-compact in the topology of uniform convergence
on compact subsets of D. This means that there exist points q 6 O D, p 6 D and a
sequence {j} C Aut(D) such that fj(p) q as j cxz.
We also assume that D is a Reinhardt domain, i.e. that the standard action of the

n-dimensional torus r]n on Cn,

Zj t-+ eiCb.JZj, qbj , j 1,..., n,

leaves D invariant.
In [FIKI] we gave a complete classification of bounded Reinhardt domains with

non-compact automorphism group and Ca-smooth boundary. For the sake of com-
pleteness we quote the main result of [FIK1] below.

THEOREM 1. IfD is a bounded Reinhardt domain in C with Ca-smooth bound-
ary, and if Aut(D) is not compact then, up to dilations and permutations of coordi-
nates, D is a domain of theform

Iztl 2 -+- IzJl 2mj -t- P(Iz2I IzPl) <
j=2

where P is a polynomial,

P(lz2l [zp l) E at2 t,, Iz21212... Iz pl 2t’, (1)
12

at2 tl, are real parameters, mj 1%I, with the sum taken over all (p 1)-tuples
(12 lp), lj Z, lj >_ O, where at least two entries are non-zero, such that

Y= & and the complex variables z Zn are divided into p non-empty2 mj

groups z zp. In addition, the polynomial

P

/5(Iz21 IzPl) E IzJl2mi + P(IZ21 IzPl)
j=2
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is non-negative in Cn-n’ (n is the number of variables in the group zl), and the
domain

{(z2 zP) E Cn-n,. /5(1z21 IzPl) <

is bounded.

In this paper we generalize Theorem to the case when the boundary of the domain
is only Ck-smooth, k > 1. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first attempt to
obtain a general result for bounded domains with non-compact automorphism group
and boundary of finite smoothness.

First of all, we note that, up to a certain point, the proof of Theorem in [FIKI
is valid for domains with only C-smooth boundary. The C-assumption was only
used in Lemmas 1.6 and 1.8 of [FIK1 ]. Therefore, the proof of Theorem in [FIK1
also gives the following proposition:

PROPOSITION 2. If D is a bounded Reinhardt domain in Cn with Ck-smooth
boundary, k > 1, and if Aut(D) is not compact, then, by suitable dilations and
permutations of coordinates, the domain D is equivalent to a Reinhardt domain G
such that:

(i) The set A ofall points (z 0 0), with Izl 1, lies in OG.

(ii) In a neighbourhood of A, G is written in theform

{Iz 12 / 4,(Iz21 IzPl) < }, (2)

where tP(x2 xp) is a non-negative Ck-smoothfunction in a neighbourhood ofthe
origin in ’- such that 4,(Iz21 ]zPl) is also Ck-smooth in a neighbourhood of
the origin in Cn-n and such that

2x2 txp tqb(x2 xp) (3)

near the origin in P-Ifor < <_ d-e andsome > O. Here otj > O, j 2 p,
and each etj is either an even integer or, if it is not an even integer, then tj > 2k. In
addition, thefunction qb satisfies

(0 0, Iz I, 0 0) Iz .,
for j--2 p.

(iii) G has theform

G (z zp) C"" Izl <
(1 --Iz12) (1 -Iz12)

(4)
where is a bounded Reinhardt domain in C’’-’’
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We are now going to derive from Proposition 2 the following theorem, which is
the main result of the present paper.

THEOREM 3. If D is a bounded Reinhardt domain in C with Ck-smooth bound-
ary, k >_ l, and if Aut(D) is not compact, then, up to dilations and permutations of
coordinates, D is a domain of theform

{Iz 12 + (Iz21 IzPl) < }, (5)

where (x2 Xp) is a non-negative Ck-smooth function in Np-I such that
k(Iz2l IzP]) is Ck-smooth in Cn-n and

(p X2 Xp (x2 Xp) (6)

in Iip- for all > O. Here otj > O, j 2 p, and each otj is either an even
integer or, if it is not an even integer, then otj > 2k. In addition, the function
satisfies

(0 O, Iz l, 0 O) Iz j (7)

for j 2 p, and the domain

{(Z2 Zp) C"-"’" ap(lz21 IzPl) < 1} (8)

is bounded.

Proof First of all, using the weighted homogeneity property (3), we extend the
function 4 from a neighbourhood of the origin (see (2)) to a Ck-smooth function
on p-l. Consider the surface

Sa {1x212 +... + [xp[" 3},
and choose 6 > 0 such that Sa lies in the neighbourhood of the origin in Rp- where

is defined and of class Ck and where (3) holds for < < + e. Further let

s; {Ix212 +... + Ix ,’ _< a },
and

s {Ixl +... + I ’’ >_ 1.
We now define the extension for any x (x2 xp) P- as follows:

4,(x),
Ix2 Ir2 +...+lx, m,

V(x)
x

( -
(Ix212 -t-’"+lxp p 2 (Ix2 I2 +...+ IXp m’

ifx 6 S#-.
(9)
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Because of property (3), this definition implies that, for any x 0,

Ixl" +... + Ixpl’(x)

x x2 - xp
+/- (10)

(Ix2l2 +... + IXpl) (Ix2l2 /... / Ixpl=,,),

and !# (0) 0. For j 2 p, otj is either a positive integer, or, if not, otj > 2k,
so furthermore one has 6 Ct (IRp-’) and (Iz21 [zPl) E Ck (cn-nl). Next,
(10) implies that !/r has property (6) for all x E 1Rp-1 and > 0, as well as property
(7). It is also clear that r > 0.
We will now show that the domain G has the form (5), with defined in (9). Let

U be a neighbourhood of the set A (see (i) of Proposition 2) such that G Cl U is given
by (2). We can assume that U V W, where V is a neighbourhood of the unit
sphere in C"’, and W is a neighbourhood of the origin in C-’ Take r > 0 and
consider G G {Iz 12 -or}. Since ) is bounded, representation (4) implies
that, if r is sufficiently small, G C U, and G is a compact subset of U. It then
follows from (2) that Go is given by

Go {(z zp) U" Iz’l 2 or, (Iz21 IZPl) <

and the set {(ze zp) W (Iz:l IzPl) < or} is compact in W.
Further, since the extension r of has property (6), Go can be rewritten as

a={(z zp)C’lzl:=l-a, (Izml IzPl)<a}.
On the other hand, (4) gives

Go { (z Zp) (7.n" ]Z 112

which implies that

Z
1-a,

(z: zp) E C-’ (r Iz:l r,, IzPl) < r

It now follows from homogeneity property (6) for 0 that

d {(Z2 Zp) e C-’ O(Iz21 IzPl) < }.
Now (4) and (6) imply that G is in fact given by formula (5).

Finally, domain (8) is bounded since it coincides with .
The theorem is proved. IZI

For Reinhardt domains in (2, one has either p or p 2. If p 1, then
domain (5) is the unit ball. If p 2, then, because of (7), the function from (5)
has the form p [z21, ot > 0. This observation gives the following corollary.
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COROLLARY 4. IfD is a boundedReinhardtdomain in C2 with Ck-smooth bound-
ary, k >_ 1, and if Aut(D) is not compact, then, up to dilations and permutations of
coordinates, D has theform

{Izl= + Iz=l < 1}, (11)

where > 0 and either is an even integer or, if it is not an even integer, then a > 2k.

Remark. Note that Corollary 4 is reminiscent of a result of Bedford/Pinchuk

(see [BPI]): a pseudoconvex smoothly bounded domain in C2 with non-compact
automorphism group and boundary of finite type in the sense of Kohn must be bi-
holomorphic to a domain of the form (11) where ot is an even integer. The results of
Bedford/Pinchuk, and related conjectures, are discussed in more details at the end of
this paper.

Theorem 3 reduces the classification problem for Reinhardt domains with non-
compact automorphism group and Ck-smooth boundary to the problem of describing
Ck-smooth functions as in (5) that satisfy weighted homogeneity condition (6).
For p > 3, one can construct examples of such functions in the following manner.
Consider the following set of (p 1)-tuples s (s2 Sp)"

!
/S (S2 Sp) E ]1p-1 Sj >" O; each sj is either an even integer, or,

if it is not an even integer, then sj > 2k; s has at least two non-zero

P sJ =1]"tj
(12tentries; and

Let/x be an arbitrary finite measure on the set M. Then the function

([z2l [zP[) Izj .j -+- Iz2[’z... IzPl ’,’ d#
j=2

(13)

has all the properties stated in Theorem 3 above, provided > 0 and the correspond-
ing domain (8) is bounded.
We now give an explicit non-trivial example of a function of the form (13).

Example 5. Consider the case of C and let p 3; i.e., Zj Zj, j 1,2, 3. Let
k 2, or2 or3 9. Then it follows from (12) that

M {($2, $3) E ]I2 $2 9 s3, 4 < $3 _< 5} to {(2, 7)} tO {(7, 2)}.
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We interpret M as a subset of parametrized by s3 and let d/z ds be the usual
Lebesgue measure on/t. Then the function defined by (13) becomes

aP(lz.21, Iz31) Iz219 4- Iz3l 9 4- [z219 Iz31’ ds

Iz219 4- Iz319
+

log [z3[ 2 log Iz2l
(Iz2141z315 Iz2151z314) (14)

The last term in function (14) and its first and second derivatives are defined to be
equal to zero whenever z2 0, or z3 0, or Iz21 Iz31.

One can check directly that function (14) is indeed non-negative, C2-smooth, has
an appropriate homogeneity property (6) with c2 ct3 9, and the corresponding
domain (8) is bounded. The Reinhardt domain D C C given by

D Iz 12 4- Iz219 4- Iz319 4-
log Iz312 -log Iz212 (Izzl41z315 -Iz2151z314) <

is a bounded domain with non-compact automorphism group and C2-smooth bound-
ary.

Similar examples can be constructed in any complex dimension for any p > 3 and
k > 1. Note that there is considerable freedom in choosing a measure

It is a reasonable question whether any function p as in Theorem 3 is given by
formula (13) for an appropriate choice of #. Note that, as shown in [FIKI ], this holds
if k cx, in which case the entries of (p l)-tuples s from the set M can only
be even integers and thus formula (13) turns into a polynomial (see (1)). However,
as demonstrated by the following example, in the case of finite smoothness one can
find functions that have the weighted homogeneity property, but that are not given by
integration against a measure as in (13).

Example 6. As in Example 5, let n 3, p 3 and k 2. We set ct2 or3 8.
Then it follows from (12) that

M {(2, 6)} k0 {(4, 4)} U {(6, 2)}.

Since M is finite, the integral in (13) turns into a finite sum, and all functions of
the form (13) are real-analytic. We are now going to present a C2-smooth function
P(Izzl, Iz31) that has property (6) with ct2 o3 8 and such that p is not necessarily
real-analytic.

Let g 6 C2() be such that g(0) 0 and g(x) x2 for Ix > 1. Then a direct
calculation shows that

P(Iz21 Iz3l) Iz218 / Iz318 4-Iz218g (1z312’
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is C2-smooth (for the last term Iz218g { Iz312 ), we set its value and the values of its first

and second derivatives to be equal to zero whenever z2 0). The above function
satisfies (6) with or2 or3 8, but it, of course, is not real-analytic for any non-trivial
choice of g. Also, if g > 0, one has p > 0, and the corresponding domain (8) is
bounded. The Reinhardt domain D C C3,

( /
is then also bounded and has a non-compact automorphism group and C2-smooth
boundary. Such an example can be given in any complex dimension for any p > 3,
k>l.

Example 6 shows that, most probably, a nice description of finitely smooth func-
tions with the weighted homogeneity property does not exist, at least in the form
of an explicit formula such as (13). Therefore, Theorem 3 is likely to be the best
possible classification result that one can hope to obtain for Reinhardt domains of
finite smoothness.

It also may be noted that weighted homogeneous functions may be constructed by
specifying them on the set S1 {Ix2l2 +... + IXpl’ and then extending to
all of the space by homogeneity as in the proof of Theorem 3 above (see (10)). Such
a construction is useful in that it reduces the smoothness question to (i) checking
smoothness on S; and (ii) checking smoothness at the origin (smoothness elsewhere
is automatic).

Along the lines of the preceding discussion, one can consider the following exam-
ples of domains with non-compact automorphism group and Ck-smooth boundary,
k > 1, that are not necessarily Reinhardt:

[2{Iz +z z.) < 1},
where P(z2 zn) is a Ck-smooth function in Cn- and

(15)

ap tz2 t,-Tz,, Itl(zz z) (16)

(log Itl+iargt)
inC"- for allt 6 C. Hereotj > 0, j 2 n, andt e ,for

0, where -yr < arg < yr. Also, to guarantee that domain (15) is bounded, one
can assume that > 0 and the domain

[(z2 z,,) C’’- (z2 z,,) < 1}
is bounded (cf. Theorem 3).

For any domain D of the form (15), Aut(D) is indeed non-compact, since it
contains the subgroup

Zl --a
Zl ->,
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la 12) . zj
zj- j=2 n,

(1 Zl)./
where lal < 1. In addition to the above automorphisms, domains (15) are also
invariant under the special rotations

Zl eiflZl,

zj - e V zj, j =2 n,

where fl E R, -zr < , < rr. Therefore, for any such domain D, one has
dim Aut(D) > 4.

If n 2, by differentiating both parts of (16) with respect to and ? and setting
1, one obtains p (z2) clz21, with c > 0. Therefore, for n 2, domain (15) is

equivalent to a domain of the form (11 which is Reinhardt. However, as examples in
[FIK2] show, there exist bounded domains in C2 with C l’-smooth boundary, for some
0 < fl < 1, with non-compact automorphism group, that are not biholomorphically
equivalent to any Reinhardt domain and thus to any domain of the form (15). It would
be interesting to know if, for k >_ 2, there also exist Ck-smooth bounded domains with
non-compact automorphism group that are not equivalent to any domain (15), or, for
k >_ 2, that the domains (15) are, in fact, the only possibilities up to biholomorphic
equivalence.

For comparison, we state below the conjecture of Bedford/Pinchuk [BP2] (see also
[BPI ]) for domains with C-smooth boundary. Assign weights otj 2mj, mj N,
j 2 n, to the variables (z2 zn). If K (k2 kn) is a multi-index,

Consider real polynomials of the formwe set wt(K) -j=2 otj"

P(, ) aKLKL, (17)
wt(K)=wt(L)=

where a;L 6 C and aKL alia.

CONJECTURE (BEDFORD/PINCHUK). Any bounded domain with non-compact au-
tomorphism group and C-smooth boundary is biholomorphically equivalent to a

domain

where P is a polynomial of theform (17).

The conjecture was proved in [BP2] for convex domains of finite type and in [BP1
for pseudoconvex domains of finite type for which the Levi form of the boundary has
rank at least n 2. Note that, for polynomials (17), as well as for functions 7t as in
(5), condition (16) is satisfied.

This work was initiated while the first author was an Alexander von Humboldt
Fellow at the University of Wuppertal. Research at MSRI by the second author was
supported in part by NSF Grant DMS-9022140 and also by NSF Grant DMS-9531967.
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